Immortalized neural cells from trisomy 16 mice as models for Alzheimer's disease.
The trisomy 16 mouse (Ts16) is a general accepted animal model for both Downs syndrome (DS) and Alzheimer's Disease (AD). However, the efficacy of this model is severely hampered by the fact that Ts16 is lethal after about 18-20 days of gestation. Chimeras, long-term tissue culture and neural transplantation of Ts16 material have previously been used to overcome this limitation presented by death in utero of the Ts16. In this paper we describe a new strategy to overcome this limitation, i.e. immortalization of primary cells from Ts16 mice with retrovirus-mediated gene transfer of a temperature sensitive immortalizing oncogene. By this method we have obtained a total of 21 stable cell lines from Ts16 hippocampus, Ts16 cortex, normal hippocampus, and normal cortex. So far, two of the cell lines have been karyotyped and as expected, the cell line immortalized from Ts16 embryos has retained three copies of chromosome 16. We are currently characterizing these cell lines with respect to expression of APP, T-antigen, Nestin, GFAP, NF and Map-2. Moreover, the processing and secretion of APP fragments are being investigated by immunoblotting. In summary, we have immortalized CNS cells from Ts16 mice and we expect that these cell lines will be useful as in vitro and in vivo models for studying various aspects of the pathology of Alzheimer's disease.